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Agricultural land and food security are coming under great pressure from climate change, rapidly 

increasing human population, urbanisation, demand for biofuels, and demand for animal protein. This 

situation led us to re-assess the role of ruminant livestock in delivering key nutrients, especially in the 

broader context of global warming potential and land use change. To date, several studies have 

examined environmental consequences of different food consumption patterns at the diet level; 

however, few have addressed nutritional variations of a single commodity attributable to on-farm 

strategies, leaving limited insight into how agricultural production can be improved to better balance 

environment and human nutrition. Using farm-level data encompassing cattle, sheep, pigs and poultry 

production systems, we propose a novel approach to incorporate nutritional values of meat products 

into two metrics: i) global warming potential (GWP) per nutrient provision; and ii) arable land use 

(ALU) per nutrient provision. To holistically assess the value of the product with regards to associated 

with human nutrition, we developed a nutrient index based on approaches proposed by Saarinen et al. 

(2017) and McAuliffe et al. (2018), where the overall quality of food is represented by a single scalar 

value to combine information on multiple nutrients, both beneficial and detrimental to human health. 

Positive nutrients considered included protein content, essential fatty acids as well as key minerals and 

vitamins, while the negative counterparts included saturated fatty acids and sodium. The results showed 

that the relative rankings of the livestock products dramatically altered between the two metrics, with 

monogastric systems preferred under GWP (poultry < pigs < cattle < sheep) and ruminant systems 

preferred under ALU (sheep < cattle < pigs < poultry). The trade-off between the two metrics suggests 

that the globally optimal composition of livestock species is likely to be a mixture of monogastric and 

ruminant animals and, therefore, for livestock systems to contribute to global food security, multiple 

aspects of agricultural sustainability should be carefully and simultaneously considered. 
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